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1.

NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY

STRATEGIC ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT
Prepared on behalf of Queen Camel Parish Council

QUEEN CAMEL NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
MAY 2019 plus November 2019 Addendum
This non-technical summary explains the scope and main findings of the Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA) of the pre-submission draft of the Queen Camel
Neighbourhood Plan. The assessment has been undertaken to comply with the SEA
Regulations. It considers the likely effects of the plan on the environment, and its evaluation
includes an assessment of reasonable alternatives. It also considers appropriate mitigation
and monitoring measures. It is subject to consultation with the Environment Agency, Natural
England and Historic England, the public and any other interested parties.
The Neighbourhood Plan area
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As a first step, various plans and programmes were reviewed and information collected on the
environmental characteristics of the Neighbourhood Plan Area. The review included an
appraisal of the National Planning Policy Framework, the adopted South Somerset Local Plan,
and key documents that informed the Local Plan’s own sustainability appraisal. The views of
the Environment Agency, Natural England and Historic England were also sought on the
proposed scope of the SEA (with a response received from Natural England).
As a result of this work the following conclusions were reached:
Cultural heritage – there is potential for development to harm the significance of heritage
assets, including the setting of Listed Buildings, the Conservation Area and assets of
archaeological interest, with the objective of conserving and enhancing heritage assets in a
manner appropriate to their significance.
Soil, water, air and climatic factors – the potential flood risk (from fluvial and surface water
flooding) should be considered with the objective of steering development away from areas of
highest flood risk where there are alternative sites of lower risk, and including mitigation as
necessary to reduce any residual risk to acceptable levels.
Material assets – the impact on minerals and agricultural resources should also be considered
through the SEA process with the objective of safeguarding sites of higher value.
The other topic areas (landscape, biodiversity, geology, flora and fauna, population and human
health) are unlikely to require further assessment through the SEA process, given the likely
scope of the plan and the environmental issues pertaining to the parish. On this basis the
following objectives have been identified to inform the assessment of the plan:
The objectives for this environmental assessment were then defined as follows:
Cultural heritage

conserve and enhance heritage assets in a manner appropriate to
their significance

Soils and minerals

safeguard sites containing important minerals resources and high
quality agricultural land

Climate change

steer development away from areas of highest flood risk where there
are alternative sites of lower risk, and including mitigation as
necessary to reduce any residual risk to acceptable levels

The draft Neighbourhood Plan’s objectives and related contents are summarised as follows:
Aims / Objectives
To create new opportunities for local
people to live and work in the parish
and so strengthen the community and
the local economy
To make sure new development
strengthens Queen Camel’s character
To support businesses which provide
services and employment within the
community
To improve and extend safe routes in
and around the village for horse riders,
cyclists and pedestrians
To make sure there is sufficient off-road
car parking for existing and new
development
To preserve existing green spaces that
are valued by local residents
To maintain, improve and extend
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Relevant contents included in the presubmission draft plan
The plan enables infill development within the
settlement (Policies QC1 and 2), allocates two
sites in order to meet projected housing need
(Policies QC3 and 4)
The plan includes design guidelines (Policy QC5),
and the removal of street clutter (Policy QC12)
The plan provides a flexible approach to enable
small-scale businesses (Policy QC6)
Policy QC10 deals with improving Public
Footpaths and creating Cycle Paths /Bridleways.
Policy QC9 also seeks contributions towards traffic
calming measures
Policy QC11 sets out parking requirements

Policy QC13 identifies important Local Green
Spaces, woodlands and key views
The plan safeguards existing facilities (Policy

Aims / Objectives
recreational facilities to better meet the
needs of local residents of every age
and ability
To preserve and enhance the
historically significant monuments and
features

Relevant contents included in the presubmission draft plan
QC7) and enables further provision as part of the
larger housing site (Policy QC4)
Policy QC14 identifies locally important heritage
assets, and Policy QC15 highlights the potential
presence of archaeological finds

The assessment of the plan’s aims suggested that the plan would be unlikely to lead to any
significant adverse environmental impacts, but that due to uncertainties, an assessment of all of
the Neighbourhood Plan policies should follow.
Each of the policies (as well as alternative options of site allocations) was then assessed. In
undertaking the assessment it was recognised that evidence is constantly updated, and that a
number of the key consultees have not responded to information requests. However given the
scale of development proposed and likely environmental impacts these difficulties were not
considered to be of significant concern.
The following table shows the main findings, with the impacts graded as follows:
✓✓

significant positive impact likely

✓

positive impact likely

-

neutral impact likely



adverse impact likely



significant adverse impact likely



impact uncertain but unlikely to be adversely significant

Climate change
(flood risk)

impact uncertain but potentially adversely significant

Soil & minerals
resources



Cultural
heritage

Key:



✓

✓
✓
✓
-

✓


-


-

Environmental
assessment objective

Neighbourhood Plan policy
Policy QC1 (establishes the amount and type of housing needed)
Policy QC2 (re-introduction of the settlement boundary)
Policy QC3 (housing site south of Sutton Montis Rd)
Policy QC4 (housing site north of West Camel Rd)
Policy QC5 (design of buildings)
Policy QC6 (changes to & new small scale business premises)
Policy QC7 (improve the provision of community facilities and services)
Policy QC8 (Community Enterprise and Education Centre site allocation)
Policy QC9 (Road Infrastructure Improvements)
Policy QC10 (Public Footpaths, Cycle Paths/ Bridleways)
Policy QC11 (Parking)
Policy QC12 (Streetscape)
Policy QC14 (Local Heritage Assets)
Policy QC15 (Archaeology)
Policy QC16 (Community Consultation)
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The above analysis (and more detailed information available in the main report) indicates the
following key conclusions:
→ overall, any adverse impacts are not likely to be significant,
→ the alternative options did not perform better against the assessment criteria, and the
preferred options would therefore appear to be the most appropriate,
→ The following suggestions should be considered to further improve the plan:
− Policy QC3 – include additional guidance on layout to minimise adverse impacts on
the adjoining Conservation Area and rural context of the Listed Buildings to the south
− Policy QC4 – include advisory note that the County Council should be consulted
regarding the potential need for prior extraction of minerals resources
− Policy QC6 – clarify that flood risk will be considered in line with the relevant Local Plan
and national policy
→ there are no likely significant adverse impacts identified as a result of the assessment of
plan’s aims and proposed policies, and as such no specific monitoring is suggested..
Addendum:
There were no specific comments on the SEA in response to the consultation of the presubmission draft plan and accompanying SEA. The main changes made to the plan as a result
of the consultation were:
→ the slight shortening of the plan period to 2030,
→ greater clarity on the need to monitor progress and consider an early review of the plan if
appropriate, including information on the possible housing numbers proposed in the Local
Plan Review at this stage (noting that these have yet to be tested through examination and
may be subject to further change),
→ the deletion of the Sutton Montis Road site, Policy QC3 (as there was no highways
evidence to provide sufficient certainty about overcoming the issues raised),
→ a revision to the site area shown for the West Camel Road site more in line with the scale of
development needed within the plan period (the housing numbers for the site have
remained the same)
The deletion of policy QC3 and the other changes reference above are not considered to
materially alter the conclusions of this report.
It is also noted that the SEA recommendations regarding Policy QC4 (now QC3) to include
advisory note that the County Council should be consulted regarding the potential need for prior
extraction of minerals resources) and Policy QC6 (now QC5) to clarify that flood risk will be
considered in line with the relevant Local Plan and national policy are reflected in the
submission version of the Neighbourhood Plan.
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Queen Camel Neighbourhood Plan

1.

Environmental Report

INTRODUCTION

This environmental report has been prepared by Jo Witherden BSc(Hons) DipTP DipUD
MRTPI of Dorset Planning Consultant Ltd, on behalf of Queen Camel Parish Council. The
Parish Council is the qualifying body authorised to act in preparing a neighbourhood
development plan in relation to the Queen Camel Neighbourhood Plan area.
THE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN AREA
The Queen Camel Neighbourhood Plan area was designated by South Somerset District
Council in 7 March 2013. It follows the parish boundary of Queen Camel, as shown below.
The Neighbourhood Plan area
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LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND AND PROCESS
Government guidance1 recognises that where a neighbourhood plan is likely to have
significant environmental effects, it may require a strategic environmental assessment (SEA) in
accordance with the SEA Directive (2001/42/EC).
There are other European directives that may also be of relevance to neighbourhood
plans, such as Directive (1992/43/EC) on the conservation of natural habitats and of wild fauna
and flora and Directive (2009/147/EC) on the conservation of wild birds (often referred to as the
Habitats and Wild Birds Directives respectively) which aim to protect and improve Europe’s most
important habitats and species. If an SEA is not required it is highly unlikely that the need for
more detailed assessments under these directives will be required.
The Waste Framework Directive (2008/98/EC), Air Quality Directive (2008/50/EC) or the
Water Framework Directive (2000/60/EC) may apply in particular circumstances.
Draft neighbourhood plan proposals should therefore be assessed at a reasonably early
stage to determine whether the plan is likely to have significant environmental effects. A
“screening” assessment is the process for doing this formally, in consultation with Natural
England, Historic England and the Environment Agency. The process for this is outlined in
Appendix 1. If likely significant environmental effects are identified, an environmental report
must be prepared2.
Once a decision has been taken that an SEA is required, it is necessary to consult on its
scope with the Natural England, Historic England and the Environment Agency. The legislation
makes clear that they should respond within 5 weeks. Their responses have to be considered
and should shape the scope of the final environmental report.
The next steps are the testing of any reasonable alternative options and the preparation of
the environmental report. The significance of environmental effects that are likely to arise from
the pre-submission draft neighbourhood plan are evaluated against objectives based on the
issues raised through screening and scoping, and compared to the likely effects of any
reasonable alternatives that have been identified. Suggestions for mitigation and techniques for
monitoring policies are also made.
The environmental report is then published for consultation alongside the pre-submission
draft Neighbourhood Plan if this is possible. Natural England, Historic England and the
Environment Agency have to be consulted.
The process as described above is outlined in Appendix 2.
SCREENING
A draft Queen Camel Neighbourhood Plan SEA/HRA screening report was originally
published in January 2015, which concluded that an SEA was not likely to be required. Since
that time further work has been undertaken on the neighbourhood plan, and new policies,
including site allocations, are now proposed. For this reason South Somerset District Council
invited the re-screening of the plan, and carried this out on behalf of Queen Camel Parish
Council in January 2019. The District Council considered that, because of the inclusion of three
policies allocating land for development (one site for up to five dwellings (Policy QC3), another
for about 30 dwellings (Policy QC4), and the allocation of the Old School site for a community
enterprise and education centre (Policy QC8)) there was the potential for significant environment
effects.
In determining the likely significant effects of the Queen Camel Neighbourhood Plan on the
environment, the District Council identified the following:
Queen Camel Neighbourhood Plan draft policies support new housing development, including

1
2

www.gov.uk/guidance/strategic-environmental-assessment-and-sustainability-appraisal
Environmental Assessment of Plans & Programmes Regulations 2004
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allocating land for housing development; supporting the retention of community assets
including allocating a site for a community enterprise and education centre; promote
businesses; manage transport impact; protect heritage assets; preserve green spaces and
infrastructure.
Whilst the Neighbourhood Plan sits within the wider framework of the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF), and the South Somerset Local Plan 2006-2028, and will help to
set the framework for projects that are localised in nature and are likely to have limited
resource implications. There is the potential for an effect on the environment resulting from
policies allocating development in the plan.
Part of the parish is located within Flood Zones 2 & 3 - most notably around the Old School
site which is proposed to be allocated for a community enterprise and education centre
(Policy QC8) any planning application in that location would be subject to a site-specific flood
risk assessment in accordance with the NPPF. There is a listed building on the proposal site
and listed buildings on the periphery, most notably the Grade 1 listed Church of St Barnabas.
As well as a number of listed buildings the parish has other heritage assets, including a
Conservation Area, archaeological assets listed on Somerset Historic Environment Records
and a Scheduled Monument – a Romano-British settlement immediately south west of Camel
Hill Farm. Whilst the Neighbourhood Plan intends to protect these assets the land proposed
to be allocated for five homes as Policy QC3: Land on the south side of Sutton Montis Road
adjoins the conservation area to the north west and adjoins the site of a deserted village at
Camel Farm (HER 54445) to the south. Somerset Historic Environmental Records show that
an earthwork survey was carried out in 2002 on the land including the site allocation (HER
16186).
The land proposed to be allocated for about 30 homes as Policy QC4: Land to the north side
of West Camel Road is located adjacent to the site of a Roman Villa (HER 22545).
Whilst the site allocations include requirements to assess the impact of development on these
assets and constraints, it is considered that there is likely to be a significant environmental
impact arising from the proposed development.
Queen Camel Neighbourhood Plan Area has no sites of national wildlife / geological
significance. The Neighbourhood Plan Area does have some Local Wildlife/Geology sites to
the north and the southern part of the Hazlegrove House Historic Park and Garden falls within
the Neighbourhood Plan Area (Local Plan Policies EQ2, EQ4 and EQ5). A large proportion of
the existing built up area of the settlement is within an Area of High Archaeological Potential
(Local Plan Policy EQ3). There is a known Roman Villa to the west of Queen Camel (HER
22545) adjacent to proposed allocation QC4 and the site of a deserted village adjacent to
proposed allocation QC3. A Scheduled Monument is located in the north of the parish away
from the main settlement. A Conservation Area covers a large proportion of the existing built
settlement. Parts of the Queen Camel Neighbourhood Plan Area are designated as Flood
Zones 2 and 3 (medium – high flood risk), including an area that runs through the northern
edge of the village where proposed allocation QC8 is located. There are no landscapes
which have a recognised national, Community or international protection status in the Queen
Camel Neighbourhood Plan Area.
The Neighbourhood Plan intends to protect these valued areas. The policies within the NPPF
and Local Plan should ensure that most significant negative effects are mitigated. However,
given their proximity to heritage assets proposed allocations, polices QC3, QC4 and QC8
could have a significant effect on the environment.
The statutory consultees confirmed that, in their opinion, an SEA would (or could) be
required due to the allocations, but a Habitat Regulations Assessment would not be.
MEETING THE SEA DIRECT IVE REQUIREMENTS
The table below identifies how the various parts of this environmental report address the
requirements of the Directive.
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Directive Requirements
A non-technical summary
An outline of the contents, main objectives of the plan and
relationship with other relevant plans and programmes
The environmental characteristics of the area (particularly those
areas that could be significantly affected by the plan)
Existing environmental problems and how these are likely to change
over time if the plan was not implemented
Relevant established environmental protection objectives and how
these have been taken into account
A description of how the assessment was undertaken including any
difficulties (such as technical deficiencies or lack of know-how)
An outline of the reasons for selecting the alternatives evaluated
The likely significant effects of the plan on the environment (including
secondary, cumulative, permanent and temporary effects)
The measures envisaged to prevent / reduce / offset any significant
adverse environmental effects of the plan or programme
A description of monitoring measures

Where covered
Foreward
Section 4
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Section 2
Section 3
Section 5
Section 6
Section 6
Section 7
Section 7
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POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

BIODIVERSITY, GEODIVERSITY, FLORA AND FAUNA
The screening opinion states that Queen Camel Neighbourhood Plan area has no sites of
national wildlife / geological significance. The area does have some local wildlife / geology sites
to the north.
The nearest local wildlife / geology sites (as shown on the 2016 Local Plan Proposals
Map) are at Sparkford Copse, Ridge Copse and the upper slopes of Camel Hill. These are over
400m from the settlement and any proposed site allocations.
Location of County-level wildlife sites (green shading) – Proposals Map extract

© Crown copyright and database right. South Somerset District Counci. lAll rights reserved (10001971) 2015

On this basis it is considered that biodiversity and geodiversity assets are unlikely to be an
issue that requires further assessment through the SEA process.
LANDSCAPE
The screening opinion states that there are no landscapes which have a recognised
national, community or international protection status in the Queen Camel Neighbourhood Plan
area.
The Plan area sits centrally within the Yeovil Scarplands National Character Area3. Key
landscape attributes are described as:
-

Series of mansions, manors and surrounding parkland
Arc of rolling scarps and vales landscape
Predominantly agricultural rural landscape with pasture most prominent but important
areas of mixed farming
Suite of semi-natural habitats
Important resource of Jurassic geology.

On this basis it is considered that the landscape is unlikely to be an issue that requires
further assessment through the SEA process.

3

http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/file/5809238018359296
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CULTURAL HERITAGE
The screening opinion notes a number of points regarding heritage assets. It references
the presence of Listed Buildings, including the Grade 1 listed Church of St Barnabas close to
one of the site allocations, the Conservation Area, the many archaeological assets listed on
Somerset Historic Environment Records and a Scheduled Monument – a Romano-British
settlement immediately south west of Camel Hill Farm. It concludes that it is likely that there
could be a significant environmental impact arising from the proposed development.
There are 51 Listed Buildings within the Neighbourhood Plan area according to the
National Heritage List for England4. There is one Grade I (Church of St Barnabas) within the
main village and two Grade II* (Wales Farmhouse, Church Path, and Wales Cottages, Church
Path), in the outlying settlement of Wales. The remainder are Grade II. There is one scheduled
monument in the parish, which is the Romano-British settlement immediately south west of
Camel Hill Farm. Hazlegrove House to the north of the A303 (some distance from the main
settlement of Queen Camel) is a Grade II Registered Park and Garden, noted as an interesting
and representative example of an C18 park, parts of which are of much earlier origin. The park
also contains a number of important veteran trees.
None of these designated heritage assets are on the national at risk register.
The Somerset Historic Environment Record (HER) core dataset is available online and
records features of the historic environment (designated and undesignated), including those that
survive and that have been destroyed, together with the locations of archaeological activity
(excavations, surveys, building recording etc). An extract from their interactive map is shown
below:
Map of Heritage Assets (extract from Somerset HERS online record)

There is no published appraisal of the Queen Camel Conservation Area. A recent
assessment contained within the A303 dualling scheme Environmental Statement5 describes the
area as follows:

Queen Camel is a linear settlement with buildings focused along the High Street.
Development in the conservation area is characterised by domestic 2 storey properties

4

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/
https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects/TR010036/TR010036000204-Appendix%206.1%20Cultural%20Heritage%20Desk%20Based%20Assessment.pdf
5
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constructed of local limestone with red pantiled roofs. Development fronting the High Street
is relatively dense, with most properties fronting the road. Many properties sit back from the
edge of the pavement, or with limited space between the road and the property. This gives
the conservation area an enclosed, inward looking feel, with no significant views to the rural
landscape beyond. The church forms a key focal point at the northern end of the
conservation area, however, despite its tower, it is not readily apparent in long views due to
the topography of the area and screening provided by trees.
On this basis it is considered that the impact on cultural heritage, including architectural
and archaeological heritage, should be further considered through the SEA process.
SOIL, AIR, WATER, CLIMATIC FACTORS AND MATERIAL ASSETS
Agricultural Land
The screening opinion does not consider the potential impact on productive agricultural
land.
According to the Agricultural Land Classification Map South West Region6, the farmland
within the parish is mainly Grade 3 (moderate) and but does include some Grade 2 quality
farmland to the east of the main settlement of Queen Camel, including sites proposed to be
allocated. A more detailed map has been supplied by the District Council

On this basis it is considered that the impact on agricultural land should be further
considered through the SEA process.

6

http://publications.naturalengland.org.uk/file/141046
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Pollution Risks
The screening opinion does not consider the potential impact of pollution or waste
management.
There is a minor aquifer which may be vulnerable to groundwater pollution that spans
across much of the parish. However the nature of development proposed is unlikely to give rise
to groundwater pollution.
There are no Air Quality Management Areas in the area.
There are no references to the Queen Camel area in the Waste Core Strategy that would
highlight this as an issue for particular consideration.
On this basis it is considered that pollution and waste are unlikely to be issues that require
further assessment through the SEA process.
Flood Risk and Water Quality
The screening opinion states that part of the parish is located within Flood Zones 2 & 3 most notably around the Old School site which is proposed to be allocated for a community
enterprise and education centre (Policy QC8).
There is a 2011 Preliminary Flood Risk Assessment referenced in the 2017 Sustainability
Appraisal (SA) of the South Somerset Local Plan Review. The preliminary FRA can be found on
the Somerset County Council website7. Neither the report or the maps focus on Queen Camel.
However published long term flood risk information8 highlights the flood risk along the River
Camel that flows along the northern part of the main settlement of Queen Camel, and a wider
potential for surface water flood risk.

7
8

http://www.somerset.gov.uk/policies-and-plans/strategies/flood-and-water-management/
https://flood-warning-information.service.gov.uk/long-term-flood-risk
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On this basis it is considered that the impact on flood risk should be further considered
through the SEA process.
Minerals Safeguarding
The screening opinion does not consider the potential impact on minerals resources.
The Minerals Safeguarding Area covers the
entire area around Queen Camel as an area of
search for building stone. There is also an active
aggregate (building stone) quarry at Camel Hill
(to the west of the scheduled monument).
The Minerals Plan requires that the County
Council is consulted on site allocations in
minerals safeguarding areas to avoid the
unnecessary sterilisation through consideration
of whether prior extraction should be considered.
Map of Minerals Safeguarding Area,
courtesy of Somerset County Council
Map of Camel Hill Farm site (orange),
courtesy of Somerset County Council
On this basis it is considered that the
impact on minerals resources should be further
considered through the SEA process.
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POPULATION AND HUMAN HEALTH
The screening opinion does not consider the potential impact on population and human
health.
In the South Somerset District Council Local Plan Review report on The Potential for Rural
Settlements to be Designated ‘Villages’ (November 2018)9 Queen Camel is described as:
A relatively small rural settlement about 8km (5 miles) to
the east of Yeovilton air base. The level of public services
is, however, very high and includes a health centre and a
new primary school. The number of local jobs is high
relative to the size of the economically active population,
but these jobs include those located at Sparkford nearby to
the north. The settlement is located close to the A303; and
bus service provision is relatively good.
The Housing Needs Review undertaken to inform the
Neighbourhood Plan10 identified the following key statistics:
At the time of the 2011 Census there were 908 people
living in Queen Camel parish, forming 355 households in a
parish of 374 dwellings. The median age was 43 years old,
with 26% aged 15 or under, and 24% aged 65 or older (the
median age is fairly typical for Somerset, although
comparatively low for rural settlements). The key
difference from the ‘norm’ is that Queen Camel has a
particularly high proportion of young school-aged residents,
which would normally make up around 18% of the
population, and notably fewer adults in the 20 – 34 age
range. Given that the proportion of households with
dependent children is lower than average, the higher
number of school-aged residents is likely to be due to the
presence of Hazlegrove School which typically has around
100 boarders aged 7 – 13 years. The low proportion of young adults in their 20s and early 30s
is more difficult to explain, but may well be related to house prices and lack of local job
opportunities. Certainly there is a higher proportion of people working from home (23%
compared to 13% for South Somerset) and only 18% work within 5km of their home (compared
to 36%).
Household size is fairly typical with 33% of households having 1 occupant and 38% having 2
occupants (compared to 30% and 39% respectively for South Somerset). Economic activity
levels are broadly similar to the norm, with 68% of all usual residents aged 16 to 74 in
employment, 2% unemployed and 20% retired. Comparative few (0.7% compared to 3.1%)
were long term sick or disabled.
On this basis it is considered that population and human health are unlikely to be an issue
that requires further assessment through the SEA process.
EXISTING ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS
From the above assessment, no significant existing environmental problems have been
identified other than the potential flood risk impacting on properties and occupants. The
assessment also indicates that heritage assets, including ‘hidden’ archaeological features, may
be vulnerable to development.

9

https://www.southsomerset.gov.uk/media/1624/the-potential-for-rural-settlements-to-be-designatedvillages-nov-2018-final.pdf
10
http://www.queencamel.co.uk/uploads/1/0/1/6/10163560/neighbourhood_plan_housing_review__2017__-_analysis.pdf
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RELEVANT PLANS, PROGRAMMES AND OBJECTIVES

Based on the above appraisal, the following plans and programmes have been identified
as potentially relevant, and the issues and objectives they contain summarised for consideration.
In drawing up this list reference has been made to the South Somerset Local Plan Review
Sustainability Appraisal Scoping Report (May 2017).
Topic
Landscape

Key Objectives
Recognise landscapes as an essential
component of people’s surroundings, their
cultural and natural heritage, and a
foundation of their identity.
Protect and enhance valued landscapes.
Biodiversity, EU Biodiversity Strategy to 2020 Retain the protection and improvement of
geology, flora (2011), EU Habitats Directive
the natural environment as core objectives of
and fauna
and Birds Directive (92/43/EEC the planning system
and 79/409/EEC as amended)
Seek to protect and conserve habitats and
EU Water Framework Directive
wild flora and fauna and avoid adverse
(2000/60/EC)
effects upon nature conservation sites
The National Planning Policy
Take into account legal protection of species
Framework (NPPF) (2019) and
in developing policies relating to biodiversity
Biodiversity 2020: A strategy for and habitat protection.
England’s wildlife and
Identify and map components of the local
ecosystem services (2011)
ecological networks
Biodiversity Action Plan (SSDC) Where development takes place, seek
(2008)
opportunities to protect and enhance
habitats and species, ensuring that the
mosaics in which they are located are
retained.
Cultural
Town and Country Planning
Conserve and enhance heritage assets in a
heritage
(Listed Buildings and
manner appropriate to their significance
Conservation Areas) Act (1990) Any development proposal affecting a
The National Planning Policy
heritage asset (including its setting) should
Framework (NPPF) (2019)
sustain and enhance its significance and
South Somerset Historic
secure a viable use consistent with its
Environment Strategy (Draft)
conservation. Where possible better reveal
(2016)
the significance of heritage assets
Reduce or remove risks to heritage assets.
Ensure development is of an appropriate
design for its context and make a positive
contribution to the appearance, character,
quality and local distinctiveness of the
historic environment.
Soil, Air,
Nitrates Directive (91/676/EEC), Reduce water pollution caused by nitrogen
Water,
EU Air Quality Directive
from agricultural sources and prevent such
Climatic
(2008/50/EC), Water Framework pollution in the future
Factors and
Directive (2000/60/EC)
Promote the sustainable use of water and
Material
U.K Climate Change Act (2008) prevent further deterioration of surface and
Assets
The National Planning Policy
groundwaters.
Framework (NPPF) (2019)
Improve the quality of soils and safeguard
Water Resources Strategy for
their ability to provide essential services for
England and Wales
future generations.
(Environment Agency, 2009)
Prevent the unnecessary sterilisation of
Safeguarding our Soils: A
valuable mineral resources.
strategy for England (2009)
Reduce vulnerability to the impacts of
Page 11

Plans and Programmes
European Landscape
Convention (2000)
The National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) (2019)
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Topic

Population
and human
health
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Plans and Programmes
River Basin Management Plan,
South West River Basin District
(Environment Agency and
DEFRA) (2011)
Somerset Waste Core Strategy
(SCC) (2013)
Somerset Minerals Plan (SCC)
(2015)
Local Flood Risk Management
Strategy (SCC) (2014)
Air Quality Strategy for
Somerset (2008)
European Sustainable
Development Strategy (2006)
UK Government Sustainable
Development Strategy (2005)
The National Planning Policy
Framework (NPPF) (2019)
Strategic Economic Plan 2014 –
2030 (Heart of the South West
Local Enterprise Partnership
(LEP) (2014)
Somerset’s Future Transport
Plan 2011 – 2026 (SCC) (2011)

Environmental Report
Key Objectives
climate change, and mitigate against further
climate change by reducing carbon
emissions.
Reduce carbon emissions to meet the UK
target and move towards a low carbon
economy
Steer development away from areas of
highest flood risk, apply sequential &
exceptions test, seek opportunities to
relocate development to more sustainable
locations.
Promote a prosperous local economy, create
the conditions for enterprise to flourish and
capitalise on the area’s distinctive assets
Identify the size, type, tenure and range of
housing to reflect local demand, to boost the
supply of housing and ensure everyone can
live in a good quality home
Meet identified local and essential rural
needs
Contribute towards the creation of mixed and
balanced communities that are socially
inclusive
Promote safe and accessible environments
where crime and disorder, and the fear of
crime, do not undermine quality of life or
community cohesion
Promote good public health, access to
healthcare and opportunities for healthy,
active and independent lifestyles
Ensure that the necessary infrastructure is
put in place to support growth
Support sustainable travel modes, seek to
better manage traffic whilst ensuring new
developments do not make conditions
worse.
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SCOPE OF THE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN

THE RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER RELEVANT PLANS AND PROGRAMMES
Any Neighbourhood Plan has to be in general conformity with the adopted Local Plan for
that area, in order to meet the basic conditions and be made11. Once a Neighbourhood Plan has
been brought into force, the policies it contains may take precedence over existing non-strategic
policies in a Local Plan that would otherwise conflict, until superseded by strategic or nonstrategic policies that are adopted later.
The South Somerset Local Plan 2006 – 2028 (SSDC, adopted 2015) identifies the scale,
type and broad location of new development across the district. It identifies a settlement strategy
that focusses new development at Yeovil, with significant growth also planned at the Primary
Market Towns of Chard, Crewkerne, Wincanton and Ilminster. Less growth is proposed at the
Local Market Towns, Rural Centres and Rural Settlements. There are no specific housing or
employment land targets for Queen Camel (which falls within the Rural Settlements category of
settlement), and no site allocations. The plan also contains a series of topic-based policies,
covering: economic prosperity, housing, transport and accessibility, health and well-being, and
environmental quality.
The Local Plan is being reviewed and in February 2019 the Executive Committee of South
Somerset District Council approved the pre-submission draft for consultation (likely to
commence June 2019). This proposes to include a new ‘Villages’ category of settlement and
that Queen Camel is proposed to be ‘re-classified’ as a Village. As a consequence it also
suggests a slightly higher level of growth at Queen Camel than identified through the Housing
Needs Review, or approximately 60 dwellings over the 20 year period from 2016 – 2036.
The Neighbourhood Plan cannot deal with county matters (mineral extraction and waste
development), nationally significant infrastructure or development that falls within Annex 1 to
Council Directive 85/337/EEC as these are specifically excluded by the legislation.
THE PLAN’S CONTENTS AND MAIN OBJECTIVES
The scope of the plan is as follows.
Aims / Objectives

Relevant contents included in the presubmission draft plan
To create new opportunities for local people to The plan enables infill development within the
live and work in the parish and so strengthen
settlement (Policies QC1 and 2), allocates two
the community and the local economy
sites in order to meet projected housing need
(Policies QC3 and 4)
To make sure new development strengthens
The plan includes design guidelines (Policy
Queen Camel’s character
QC5), and the removal of street clutter (Policy
QC12)
To support businesses which provide services The plan provides a flexible approach to enable
and employment within the community
small-scale businesses (Policy QC6)
To improve and extend safe routes in and
Policy QC10 deals with improving Public
around the village for horse riders, cyclists and Footpaths and creating Cycle Paths
pedestrians
/Bridleways. Policy QC9 also seeks
contributions towards traffic calming measures
To make sure there is sufficient off-road car
Policy QC11 sets out parking requirements
parking for existing and new development
To preserve existing green spaces that are
Policy QC13 identifies important Local Green
valued by local residents
Spaces, woodlands and key views

11

As required under Schedule 4B to the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 section 8(2)e
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To maintain, improve and extend recreational
facilities to better meet the needs of local
residents of every age and ability
To preserve and enhance the historically
significant monuments and features
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The plan safeguards existing facilities (Policy
QC7) and enables further provision as part of
the larger housing site (Policy QC4)
Policy QC14 identifies locally important heritage
assets, and Policy QC15 highlights the potential
presence of archaeological finds

ASSESSMENT PROCESS

DETERMINING THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OBJECTIVES
From the assessment of environmental issues and relevant plans, programmes and
objectives, the following are considered to be the important issues that should be included in the
assessment of options and alternatives:
Cultural heritage – there is potential for development to harm the significance of heritage
assets, including the setting of Listed Buildings, the Conservation Area and assets of
archaeological interest, with the objective of conserving and enhancing heritage assets in a
manner appropriate to their significance.
Soil, water, air and climatic factors – the potential flood risk (from fluvial and surface
water flooding) should be considered with the objective of steering development away from
areas of highest flood risk where there are alternative sites of lower risk, and including mitigation
as necessary to reduce any residual risk to acceptable levels.
Material assets – the impact on minerals and agricultural resources should also be
considered through the SEA process with the objective of safeguarding sites of higher value.
The other topic areas (landscape, biodiversity, geology, flora and fauna, population and
human health) are unlikely to require further assessment through the SEA process, given the
likely scope of the plan and the environmental issues pertaining to the parish. On this basis the
following objectives have been identified to inform the assessment of the plan:
Objective
Cultural heritage - conserve and enhance heritage assets in a manner appropriate to their
significance
Soils and minerals - safeguard sites containing important minerals resources and high quality
agricultural land
Climate change (flood risk) - steer development away from areas of highest flood risk where
there are alternative sites of lower risk, and including mitigation as necessary to reduce any
residual risk to acceptable levels
SCOPING CONSULTATION
Once a decision has been taken to prepare a strategic environmental assessment, it is
necessary to consult on its scope with Natural England, Historic England and the Environment
Agency. The legislation makes clear that these statutory consultees should respond within 5
weeks. Their responses have to be considered and will help shape the scope of the final
environmental report.
The Environment Agency, Historic England and Natural England were consulted on the
scope of the Strategic Environmental Assessment. The consultation commenced on 26 March
2019, for the statutory 5 weeks. Somerset County Council, South Somerset District Council, and
the South West Heritage Trust, were also included on the consultation.
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The scoping consultation request included information on the potential scope of the plan
as identified at that time and the environmental characteristics of the area, together with a review
of the relevant over-arching plans and programmes.
The responses to the consultation and how these were acted upon are summarised below:
Respondent
Environment
Agency
Historic England
Natural England
(response received
15/04/19)
South Somerset
District Council
(response received
12/04/19)

Somerset County
Council (response
received 29/04/19)
Flood Risk
Management Team

South West
Heritage Trust
Page 15

Summary of response
No response received within 5 weeks
(reminder sent)
No response received within 5 weeks
(reminder sent)
Natural England has no specific
comments to make on this
neighbourhood plan SEA scoping.
Suggest that specific reference is made
to the fact that Queen Camel falls within
the Rural Settlements category of
settlement. You may also wish to add
that the Local Plan Review proposes to
include a new ‘Villages’ category of
settlement and that Queen Camel is
proposed to be ‘re-classified’ as a
Village.
A new Level 1 Flood Risk Assessment is
currently being produced with the final
report anticipated to be completed by
mid-June. Once finalised the document
will be placed on the Council’s web site
For details of local surface water flood
risk, please see attached plan. We would
expect any development to take account
of surface flooding and flow routes on
their site and implement measures to
prevent risk to both the proposed
development site and elsewhere. We
typically require developers to manage
surface water exceedance routes onsite
to prevent the risk to people and
properties. We would expect to see a
strong SuDS approach on individual
application sites and developments to
meet any local policies.
Please be aware that our historic flooding
data may not be a comprehensive record
as incidents may occur and not be
reported to us. The Flood Incident Data
is derived from SCC’s Historical
Database and cannot be used to identify
individual properties that have flooded.
Please also note that all information
shown on the map plan attached is
derived from electronic records obtained
by third parties and held by Somerset
County Council (SCC), this information is
frequently updated and amended.
No response received within 5 weeks
(reminder sent)

Actions taken
n/a
n/a
Noted

These details have been
included in section 4

Noted – reference to
evidence updates made in
section 5
Noted – this can be taken
into account in the
assessment process

Noted – reference to
evidence reliability made
in section 5

n/a
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TECHNICAL OR OTHER DIFFICULTIES WITH THE ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Evidence is constantly updated which can make elements of the assessment out of date
(such as the appraisal of relevant policies and programmes), although this is unlikely to
materially affect the objectives and scoring. For example, it is noted that a new Level 1 Flood
Risk Assessment is currently being produced with the final report anticipated to be completed by
mid-June 2019, and that the existing reports of historic flood incidences are not necessarily
complete.
A number of the key consultees have not responded to information requests. For
example, the Minerals Plan requires that the County Council is consulted on site allocations in
minerals safeguarding areas to avoid the unnecessary sterilisation through consideration of
whether prior extraction should be considered, but has not responded on this matter (at the
options consultation or SEA scoping).
National planning guidance on plan-making advises that this should be based on
proportionate evidence. Given the scale of development proposed and likely environmental
impacts the above difficulties are not considered to be of significant concern.

6.

TESTING

TESTING OF THE PLAN’S OBJECTIVES
The plan’s objectives (aims) have been assessed in terms of their likely environmental
impact (in the absence of any more detailed policies) against each of the sustainability
objectives in Section 5, and graded as follows:

-

neutral impact likely



adverse impact likely



impact uncertain – further assessment required

Climate change
(flood risk)

positive impact likely

Soil & minerals
resources

✓

Cultural
heritage

Key:

Assessment Notes







Dependent on location of
any new development

✓

-

-







Likely to respect historic
character
Dependent on location of
any new development

-

-

-

No significant impacts
identified







May impact on character,
density and surfacing

Environmental
assessment objective

Draft Plan AIMS
To create new opportunities for local people to
live and work in the parish and so strengthen
the community and the local economy
To make sure new development strengthens
Queen Camel’s character
To support businesses which provide services
and employment within the community
To improve and extend safe routes in and
around the village for horse riders, cyclists
and pedestrians
To make sure there is sufficient off-road car
parking for existing and new development
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To preserve existing green spaces that are
valued by local residents
To maintain, improve and extend recreational
facilities to better meet the needs of local
residents of every age and ability
To preserve and enhance the historically
significant monuments and features

Environmental Report

✓

-

✓

Likely to respect historic
character and maintain
permeable areas

-

-

-

No significant impacts
identified

✓

-

-

Highlights undesignated
heritage assets

The aims generally score neutral or positively against the environmental objectives, but the
impact is uncertain where new development could have an adverse impact depending on the
location and nature of the development proposed. Further checks through an assessment of all
of the Neighbourhood Plan policies is therefore advisable, including an assessment of
reasonable alternatives considered in relation to site allocations.
TESTING OF THE PLAN’S POLICIES AND REASONABLE ALTERNATIVES
This section provides a summary of the sustainability impacts associated with each policy
area in the pre-submission draft Neighbourhood Plan. The results of the analysis of each policy
is provided in table format similar to that used to test the plan’s objectives. The policy wording
as assessed is contained in Appendix 3 – and further changes may be made in response to this
appraisal.
The selection of reasonable alternatives focuses on those areas where there is greater
potential for significant environmental effects (in particular where the policy could allow new
buildings and structures). Reasonable alternatives were identified as follows:
Policies
Policy QC1
Policy QC2 (re-introduction
of the settlement boundary)
Policy QC3 (housing site
south of Sutton Montis Rd)
and
Policy QC4 (housing site
north of West Camel Rd)
Policy QC5
Policy QC6 Business &
Employment
Policies QC7-16

Alternatives Assessed
No specific alternatives other than the baseline (ie no policy)
QC2 alt1 - extending boundary to include all adjoining built-up
areas
QC3/4 alt1 housing site east of Sparkford Road, opp Hill View
QC3/4 alt2 housing site south of West Camel Rd, west of the
school
QC3/4 alt3 housing site west and north of Englands Mead
No specific alternatives other than the baseline (ie no policy)
QC6 alt1 – allocate employment area at Camel Hill on the
A303
No specific alternatives other than the baseline (ie no policy)

SECTION 3.1 - HOUSING: POLICIES QC1-5
Section 3.1 includes the policies relating primarily to new housing development. The
assessment of alternative housing site options as published alongside the options consultation is
contained in Appendix 4.
Key:

✓✓

positive impact likely

✓

positive impact likely

-

neutral impact likely



adverse impact likely



significant adverse impact likely



impact uncertain but unlikely to be adverse
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Policies and alternatives
Policy QC1 (establishes the amount and
type of housing needed)
Policy QC2 (re-introduction of the
settlement boundary)
QC2 alt1 - extending boundary to
include all adjoining built-up areas
Policy QC3 (housing site south of Sutton
Montis Rd)
Policy QC4 (housing site north of West
Camel Rd)
QC3/4 alt1 (housing site east of
Sparkford Road, opp Hill View – Site A)
QC3/4 alt2 (housing site south of West
Camel Rd, west of the school – Site C)
QC3/4 alt3 (housing site west and north
of Englands Mead – Site E)
Policy QC5 (design of buildings)

Cultural
heritage

Environmental
assessment objective

Climate change
(flood risk)

Environmental Report

Soil & minerals
resources

Queen Camel Neighbourhood Plan

Assessment Notes
No notable impacts other than
through site allocations (covered
under specific policies)

-

-

-

-

✓

-

-

✓







-

Would potentially include areas
within the flood risk zone
See commentary below – policy
amendment to be considered





-

See commentary below







See commentary below

-



-

High grade agricultural land







See commentary below

✓

-

-

See commentary below

See commentary below

In respect of Policy QC2, the re-introduction of a settlement boundary where infill
development may be considered would potentially reduce pressure for the release of agricultural
land or greenfield sites which may contain mineral resources. The policy criteria includes
specific reference to the protection of heritage assets (both designated and non-designated),
and their setting which will avoid adverse impacts in that respect. The settlement boundary has
also been drawn to exclude the fluvial flood risk areas. The alternative option (QC2 alt1) of
extending the boundary to cover the entire built-up area would potentially include areas within
the flood risk zone (although general policies on avoiding flood risk would still apply).
In respect of the site allocation options, Policy QC3 site adjoins the Conservation Area
and the field to rear is of local archaeological importance (deserted village). The Conservation
Officer at the District Council considered that some housing would be acceptable on this site,
and that it could potentially accommodate up to five (maximum seven) dwellings, and that
properties should face the village with their gardens facing the farm and with their access along
the front, i.e. inside the hedge with small front garden space. Although the policy limits the
housing numbers, the layout suggestions are not specified in the policy wording, and therefore a
slight potential adverse impact is recorded. The site is medium grade agricultural land, but
relatively limited in extent and access, and is not at risk of flooding. The County Council have
not indicated whether prior extraction of minerals resources should be considered, but given the
site of the size the potential sterilisation of resources is not considered likely to be significant.
Policy QC4 site lies in close proximity to the Roman Villa site (a geophysical survey of
land immediate to the east revealed the presence of a large, aisled hall style Roman building
(HER ref 22545) containing mosaic and apparently set within a more extensive system of
angular ditched enclosures – though it appears that the building had been extensively quarried
for building materials in the past). According to the HER records a geophysical survey of the
allocation site may have been recently commissioned. The policy wording requires that a
detailed evaluation of the archaeological interest of the site is provided to inform the layout and
appropriate mitigation secured to avoid harm, including a management strategy in relation to the
Roman Villa remains. Given that the site allocation area is significantly in excess of the housing
land required to provide the 30 dwellings, it is likely that any significant adverse impacts can be
Page 18
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avoided. The site is part medium (3) and part higher grade (2) agricultural land and it is
uncertain whether prior extraction of minerals resources should be considered, and it would
therefore be advisable for this to be checked further at or before the planning application stage.
It is not shown to be at risk of flooding.
The first alternative option (QC3/4 alt1) which comprises land to the east of Sparkford
Road adjoins the Conservation Area (the boundary of which runs along river to south).
Development in this location is likely to adversely impact on the setting of / approach to Grade II
Listed bridge, school and Grade I church, including views from the public right of way running to
Sparkford Copse. The site is medium grade agricultural land and it is uncertain whether prior
extraction of minerals resources should be considered. The area nearest the river is within the
higher risk flood zones and it would be necessary to avoid development in this area to avoid an
significant adverse impact (and therefore this mitigation is assumed in the site score).
The second alternative option (QC3/4 alt2) on land south of West Camel Road, west of the
school is not likely to impact on any designated heritage assets (the closest being the edge of
the Conservation Area some 125m to the east). The site is a higher grade (2) agricultural land
and it is uncertain whether prior extraction of minerals resources should be considered. It is not
at risk of flooding.
The third alternative option (QC3/4 alt3) is on land west and north of England’s Mead. The
existing small estate of England’s Mead provides some intervening development between it and
the Conservation Area that runs along England’s Lane – and therefore any impact on the
Conservation Area and Listed Buildings (such as Clouds End Cottage) will be mainly indirect as
a result of increased vehicular traffic. The site also lies in close proximity to the Roman Villa site
– and as such may have archaeological interest. It is understood that further investigation on
this matter is underway in connection with a live planning application for housing on this site.
The site is a medium grade agricultural land and it is uncertain whether prior extraction of
minerals resources should be considered. The area nearest the river is within the higher risk
flood zones and it would be necessary to avoid development in this area to avoid an significant
adverse impact (and therefore this mitigation is assumed in the site score).
On this basis the assessment indicates that the alternatives did not perform better against
the assessment criteria, and the preferred options would therefore appear to be the most
appropriate.
Advisory notes:
→ Policy QC3 – include additional guidance on layout to minimise adverse impacts on the
adjoining Conservation Area and rural context of the Listed Buildings to the south
→ Policy QC4 – include advisory note that the County Council should be consulted regarding
the potential need for prior extraction of minerals resources
Policy QC5 established how development should be designed to complement and
reinforce the local distinctiveness, historic character and rural scale and nature of Queen Camel.
This includes reference to its key characteristics, the importance of the Church and Old School
House and bridge as a landmark grouping in the village, and how measures such as solar
panels, whilst supported, should avoid harm to nearby heritage assets.
SECTION 3.2 – BUSINESS AND EMPLOYMENT : POLICY QC6
Section 3.2 includes a general policy supporting proposals for the extension or
improvement of existing business premises (including local services and facilities), and the
provision of new small scale business premises, subject to certain criteria. The alternative
option considered was the allocation land for employment, with one such site (off Camel Hill)
being suggested for this purpose through the earlier call for sites.
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Soil & minerals
resources
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Assessment Notes

-





See commentary below –
clarification to be considered





-

Would potentially include areas
within the flood risk zone

Policies and alternatives
Policy QC6 (general policy supporting
changes to business premises & new
small scale business premises)
QC6 alt1 – allocate land at Camel Hill
(Site F) for employment use

Cultural
heritage

Environmental
assessment objective

Policy QC6 requires that there will be no adverse impacts on heritage designations. Any new
sites would be small-scale and therefore unlikely to significantly impact on agricultural land or
greenfield sites which may contain mineral resources, although minor adverse impacts cannot be
ruled out depending on the location. The policy does not explicitly state that areas at risk of flooding
should be avoided, and although a ‘less vulnerable’ use, Flood Zone 3 should be avoided and a flood
risk assessment would still be required within Flood Zone 3 detailing how the proposed design will
reduce and manage flood risk. Although the policy would be read in conjunction with the Local Plan
(which should mean that a significant adverse impact is unlikely) there is potential tension unless the
need to consider flood risk is clarified.

The alternative option (QC6 alt1) would be to allocate the site at Camel Hill. This site
adjoins a scheduled monument – which is the archaeological remains of a Romano-British
Settlement. The assessment carried out for the A303 dualling12 notes that this monument is
thought to have been a roadside settlement, with 3 substantial stone buildings, along the Roman
road between Ilchester and Andover. Its orientation suggests that it faced Lamyatt Beacon,
which is the location of a Roman shrine. The full extent remains unknown. Views north east
from the scheduled monument towards the Beacon contribute to its setting, and that there are
also records of inhumation and cremation burials on Camel Hill, making this a likely location for
burials from the prehistoric period onwards due to its high visibility in the surrounding landscape.
Although the development would be within the area already used for agricultural buildings, it is
not possible to rule out the possibility of further development having a significant adverse impact
on this heritage asset, even with mitigation measures put in place. The site is already
development (albeit for agricultural buildings which may need to be re-sited as a reult) and
therefore its re-use for employment would not significantly impact on high grade agricultural land
or mineral resources, and the site is not at risk of flooding.
On this basis the assessment indicates that the alternative option of allocating the site at
Camel Hill does not perform better against the assessment criteria, and the preferred option of a
criteria-based policy would therefore appear to be the most appropriate.
Advisory note:
→ Policy QC6 – clarify that flood risk will be considered in line with the relevant Local Plan and
national policy
SECTION 3.3 – COMMUNITY AND SERVICES : POLICIES QC7-8
Section 3.3 includes a general policy supporting proposals to improve the provision of
community facilities and services in a manner in keeping with the character of the area. It also
includes a policy in relation to the former school site, allocating this for a Community Enterprise
and Education Centre, subject to a number of criteria. Planning permission for change of use of
this former primary school to a community enterprise (Sui Generis) to allow a wide range of uses

12

https://infrastructure.planninginspectorate.gov.uk/wp-content/ipc/uploads/projects
/TR010036/TR010036-000135-A303_6.1_ES_Chapter_6_Cultural_Heritage.pdf
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-

-

-

-

Climate change
(flood risk)

Policies and alternatives
Policy QC7 (improve the provision of
community facilities and services)
Policy QC8 (Community Enterprise and
Education Centre site allocation)

Cultural
heritage

Environmental
assessment objective

Soil & minerals
resources

including letting out space to small start-up and artisan / craft type businesses to enable training
opportunities, as well as health & well-being services (clinic / therapy and activity rooms) and
potentially a café was approved in April 2019.

Assessment Notes

-

No notable impacts identified

-

See commentary – the principle
of development here has been
established through the recent
planning permission.

Policy QC7 is a positively worded policy that broadly aligns with the existing Local Plan
policy EP15 but provides additional information regarding the facilities that are in existence.
Policy QC8 requires both the detailed evaluation of the heritage interest of the site is
provided and appropriate mitigation secured to avoid harm to the significance of the Listed
Buildings and Conservation Area, and a flood risk assessment to show that the proposed
development would be safe and that any residual flood risk can be overcome to the satisfaction
of the local planning authority, taking account of any advice from the Environment Agency. The
change of use has already be accepted in principle through the recently approved permission,
and therefore the main purpose of the policy is in guiding any further minor changes.
SECTION 3.4 – GETTING ABOUT: POLICIES QC9-12

Policy QC10 (Public Footpaths, Cycle
Paths/ Bridleways)
Policy QC11 (Parking)
Policy QC12 (Streetscape)
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Policies and alternatives
Policy QC9 (Road Infrastructure
Improvements)

Cultural
heritage

Environmental
assessment objective

Soil & minerals
resources

Section 3.4 includes a general policy seeking contributions towards traffic-calming
measures where development could have an adverse impact on traffic and highway safety within
the village, and a similar policy on walking, cycling and bridleway connections, protecting and
supporting enhancements to this network. Parking standards are also covered, both in terms of
the number of spaces to be provided (aligning with the county standards) and resisting the loss
of parking. The final policy deals with reducing and removing street clutter caused by excess
signs, poles, cables etc.

Assessment Notes
Indirect impacts of traffic calming
measures could adversely impact
on the character of the High
Street (Conservation Area) if not
carefully designed



-

-

-

-

-

No notable impacts identified

-

-

-

✓

-

-

No notable impacts identified
Reducing clutter should enhance
the character of the High Street
(Conservation Area)
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SECTION 3.5 – ENVIRONMENT: POLICY QC13

✓

-

Climate change
(flood risk)

Policies and alternatives
Policy QC13 (Important Local Green
Spaces, Woodlands and Key Views)

Cultural
heritage

Environmental
assessment objective

Soil & minerals
resources

Section 3.5 includes a policy safeguarding important local green spaces, woodlands and
key views. The policy does not propose any development.

-

Assessment Notes
Includes the Iron Box (historic
green triangle) and the
churchyard (setting of the Grade I
Listed church)

SECTION 3.6 – OUR HERITAGE: POLICIES QC14-15

Climate change
(flood risk)

Policies and alternatives
Policy QC14 (Local Heritage Assets)

Cultural
heritage

Environmental
assessment objective

Soil & minerals
resources

Section 3.6 includes two policies, one identifying and protecting existing buildings and
features of local historic interest, the second requiring as a matter of course archaeological
assessment of development sites (given the rich and poorly recorded local archaeological
interest)

✓

-

-

✓

-

-

Policy QC15 (Archaeology)

Assessment Notes
Highlights non-designated
heritage assets for protection
Highlights potential existence of
non-designated archaeological
heritage assets

SECTION 3.7 – COMMUNITY CONSULTATION : POLICY QC16

-

-

Climate change
(flood risk)

Policies and alternatives
Policy QC16 (Community Consultation)

Cultural
heritage

Environmental
assessment objective

Soil & minerals
resources

This section includes a single policy encouraging applicants proposing significant
development are encouraged to undertake consultation with the local community. This is largely
an administrative matter although it may also benefit by having local knowledge of site-related
issues early on in the decision-making process.

-

Assessment Notes
No notable impacts identified

CUMULATIVE AND OTHER EFFECTS OF THE PLAN’S POLICIES
While some of the policies may individually have a relatively minor impact on the
environmental, social and economic characteristics of the Neighbourhood Plan area, collectively
this impact could be much more significant. So, as part of this assessment, the combined
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impacts of the policy proposals have been considered, by reviewing the potential impacts in one
table, and considering the potential for synergies that may make this impact more significant
than the sum of these impacts alone.

Soil & minerals
resources

Climate change
(flood risk)

Neighbourhood Plan policy
Policy QC1 (establishes the amount and type of housing needed)
Policy QC2 (re-introduction of the settlement boundary)
Policy QC3 (housing site south of Sutton Montis Rd)
Policy QC4 (housing site north of West Camel Rd)
Policy QC5 (design of buildings)
Policy QC6 (changes to & new small scale business premises)
Policy QC7 (improve the provision of community facilities and services)
Policy QC8 (Community Enterprise and Education Centre site allocation)
Policy QC9 (Road Infrastructure Improvements)
Policy QC10 (Public Footpaths, Cycle Paths/ Bridleways)
Policy QC11 (Parking)
Policy QC12 (Streetscape)
Policy QC14 (Local Heritage Assets)
Policy QC15 (Archaeology)
Policy QC16 (Community Consultation)

Cultural
heritage

Environmental
assessment objective



✓

✓
✓
✓
-

✓


-


-

This analysis indicates that even taking into account cumulative impacts it is unlikely that
the plan would result in any significant adverse impacts.

7.

CONCLUSIONS AND PROPOSED MONITORING

LIKELY SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS
There are no likely significant adverse impacts identified as a result of the assessment of
plan’s aims and proposed policies.
MONITORING
Given that it is unlikely that the implementation of the Neighbourhood Plan would lead to
any significant adverse effects, no specific monitoring is suggested.

8.

ADDENDUM (POST CONSULTATION)

There were no specific comments on the SEA in response to the consultation of the presubmission draft plan and accompanying SEA. The main changes made to the plan as a result
of the consultation were:
→ the slight shortening of the plan period to 2030,
→ greater clarity on the need to monitor progress and consider an early review of the plan if
appropriate, including information on the possible housing numbers proposed in the Local
Plan Review at this stage (noting that these have yet to be tested through examination and
may be subject to further change),
→ the deletion of the Sutton Montis Road site, Policy QC3 (as there was no highways evidence
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to provide sufficient certainty about overcoming the issues raised),
→ a revision to the site area shown for the West Camel Road site more in line with the scale of
development needed within the plan period (the housing numbers for the site have remained
the same)
The deletion of policy QC3 and the other changes reference above are not considered to
materially alter the conclusions of this report.
It is also noted that the SEA recommendations regarding Policy QC4 (now QC3) to include
advisory note that the County Council should be consulted regarding the potential need for prior
extraction of minerals resources) and Policy QC6 (now QC5) to clarify that flood risk will be
considered in line with the relevant Local Plan and national policy are reflected in the submission
version of the Neighbourhood Plan.
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APPENDIX 1: A DIAGRAM SUMMARISING THE SEA SCREENING
PROCESS.

’
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APPENDIX 2: SEA STAGES
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APPENDIX 3: DRAFT POLICIES ASSESSED
Policy QC1. Housing
Provision is made for 35 – 40 new homes to be built in Queen Camel parish between 2018 and
2034, to meet the projected local needs of the community. These should be delivered through
a) Sites allocated for development (Policies QC3 and QC4)
b) Infill or redevelopment opportunities within the defined settlement boundary (in line with Policy
QC2)
c) Conversions or replacement of dwellings (in line with the Local Plan policies or permitted
development rights)
All sites proposed for new housing are expected to provide affordable housing in line with the
Local Plan requirements. Unless impractical, at least half of the affordable housing provided
should be designed in line with HAPPI principles to suit an ageing population. Restrictions will be
included to ensure that Affordable Housing is prioritised and remains affordable to local people
(with a connection to the parish) in perpetuity, using the cascade mechanism as set out in
Appendix 1.
The open market housing provided should predominantly comprise a mix of smaller, 2 and 3bedroom dwellings that are likely to be more affordable on the open market due to their size and
specifically designed to cater for an ageing population (in line with the HAPPI principles).
Starter homes and self-build plots will also be supported as part of the wider housing mix.
Larger homes (with the equivalent space for four or more bedrooms) should comprise no more
than 20% of the total provision of open market homes per site, unless the characteristics of the
plot and surrounding area would only lend itself to a larger dwelling. Where feasible, any larger
homes should be designed to facilitate possible subdivision to allow multiple occupancy (such as
a carer’s apartment or annex).
Policy QC2. Infill development within the settlement boundary
Infill development, including the replacement, conversion of a building or sub-division of an
existing dwelling, will be supported within the defined settlement boundary (as shown on Fig 7),
subject to:
a) the protection of important local green spaces
b) the protection of heritage assets (both designated and non-designated), and their setting
c) the provision of safe access by pedestrians, cyclists and motor vehicles
d) sufficient off-road parking
e) the protection of community facilities
f) the protection of residential amenities (of the occupiers of the proposed and nearby properties)
g) the sympathetic design and layout of the proposed development being in keeping with, or
enhancing, the character of the village
h) the type and size of housing built should be in accordance with Policy QC1.
Policy QC3. Land on the south side of the Sutton Montis Road
Land on the south side of the Sutton Montis Road, as shown on Fig 8, is allocated for up to five
custom or self-build dwelling plots, subject to all of the following requirements:
a) A detailed evaluation of the archaeological and ecological interest of the site is provided and
appropriate mitigation secured to avoid harm.
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b) A suitable safe vehicular access point onto Sutton Montis road is provided, and measures
secured to enable safe pedestrian access.
c) The existing hedge / tree planting along the site boundaries should be retained (other than
where access is required), and reinforced using native species.
d) The type and size of housing accords with Policy QC1, as custom or self-build dwellings.
e) The design of the development accords with Policy QC5.
Policy QC4. Land to the north side of West Camel Road
Land to the north side of West Camel Road, as shown on Fig 8, is allocated for about 30
dwellings, to be built on an area of no more than 1.7ha. in the southern part of the site, and the
adjoining area to the east is allocated for recreation land and archaeological heritage
interpretation. This development is subject to all of the following requirements:
a) The area to the north of Roman Way, as indicated on Fig 8, is provided for community benefit
in perpetuity, for recreation and/or an archaeological interpretation area, with a contribution
towards its provision and future maintenance secured in line with the requirements set out in the
Local Plan.
b) A detailed evaluation of the archaeological interest of the site is provided to inform the layout
and appropriate mitigation secured to avoid harm, including a management strategy in relation to
the Roman Villa remains.
c) A suitable safe vehicular access point onto West Camel Road is provided, and measures
secured to enable safe pedestrian and cycle access connecting to the village High Street.
d) The type and size of housing accords with Policy QC1.
e) The design of the development is landscape-led and of high quality, and accords with Policy
QC5.
f) The existing hedge / tree planting along the site boundary with Roman Way should be
retained, and strategic landscape planting belts, using native species, are secured along the
western and northern boundaries and any new vehicular link from West Camel Road as part of
any landscaping and biodiversity enhancement plan. These should be of sufficient width and
incorporate suitable planting (including large specimen trees) to provide a soft transition with the
countryside and reduce the prominence of any built development in wider views, and provide
recreational route linking from the Playing Field.
Policy QC5. Design of Buildings
Development should be designed to complement and reinforce the local distinctiveness, historic
character and rural scale and nature of Queen Camel. Proposals should be based on a detailed
site and character analysis and include reference to and consideration of all of the following
matters, as described in more detail in Table 2:
• The building form respecting the prevalence of 2-storey buildings and irregular roof lines, and
the layout respecting the traditional building lines and groupings found in the local area.
• The use of stone walls and railings or hedges as boundary treatments
• The use of local, natural building materials, e.g. white lias stone and clay tiles
• The use of panelled painted doors, and white sash / casement windows
• The visual interest provided by appropriate detailing
• The incorporation of parking and turning areas, service, utility and storage provision, including
waste and recycling, should be shown clearly in the designs in order that their impact can be
assessed.
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Views of the Church, Old School House & bridge should be respected as a landmark group.
Where possible clear views of the church tower should be allowed for in the layout and design of
new development.
The sensitive inclusion of renewable energy and other energy-efficient and eco-friendly
measures over and above that required by building regulations will be supported, subject to
avoiding harm to nearby heritage assets.
Policy QC6. Business & Employment
Proposals for the extension or alternation of existing business premises (including local services
and facilities), and the provision of new small scale business premises, will be supported
provided:
a) The site is well-related to the village (as defined by the settlement boundary) or to an existing
business premises, or the proposed business would re-use an existing building that has a good
connection to the highway network;
b) Any previously developed land related to the site is used in preference to development of a
greenfield site;
c) There would be no adverse impacts on the character and appearance of the area, or on
environmental or heritage designations, arising from the proposed use, design, parking and
storage requirements, signage and lighting;
d) The proposed use will not be detrimental to local residential amenities or other neighbouring
uses through noise, odours, traffic movements or other disturbance.
Where the proposal is for a business that has not been established for at least three years, the
location and design of the building should enable its re-use for alternative businesses, without
the need for major rebuild.
Policy QC7. Community Facilities
Development proposals to improve the provision of community facilities and services (including
those listed below) in a manner in keeping with the character of the area will be supported.
• Mildmay Arms public house
• Car park opposite the Mildmay Arms public house
• Supply Stores and Post Office
• Countess Gytha Primary School
• The ‘Old School Site’ as a community enterprise and education centre
• Memorial Hall
• Medical Centre
• St Barnabas Church and burial grounds
• The allotments
• The Pavilion associated with the Playing Field
• Bowling Green and Clubhouse
• Tennis Courts
Every effort should be made to work with the local community and relevant authorities to
investigate potential solutions to avoid the loss of community services and facilities, including the
provision of an alternative facility of equal value and accessibility for community use.
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Policy QC8. The Old School Site
The former school site, as shown on Fig 8, is allocated for a Community Enterprise and
Education Centre, subject to all of the following requirements:
a) The primary use class will comprise D1 (non-residential institution), but may include ancillary
uses falling within the following use classes:
• D2 (assembly and leisure)
• B1 (business)
• A1-3 (shops / financial and professional services / restaurant and café)
• Associated parking
Or other compatible sui generis uses.
b) A detailed evaluation of the heritage interest of the site is provided and appropriate mitigation
secured to avoid harm to the significance of the Listed Buildings and Conservation Area.
c) A flood risk assessment is provided to show that the proposed development would be safe
and that any residual flood risk can be overcome to the satisfaction of the local planning
authority, taking account of any advice from the Environment Agency
Policy QC9. Road Infrastructure Improvements
Where development could have an adverse impact on traffic and highway safety within the
village, planning obligations (as financial contributions) may be sought to secure traffic-calming
measures in order to mitigate this impact.
Policy QC10. Improving Public Footpaths and creating Cycle Paths /Bridleways
Developments will be expected to protect the network of existing Public Rights of Way in the
Parish (see Fig 4).
The enhancement of existing and provision of new safe walking, cycling and bridleway
connections will be supported, including making routes accessible to those with special access
needs and the provision of low level lighting.
Planning obligations (as financial contributions) may be sought to secure improvements to the
rights of way network to provide safe access into the village for all users, where the location and
level of trips generated justifies the need for mitigation.
Policy QC11. Parking
New developments should be in line with the Somerset County Council Parking Strategy and
provide at least 2.2 car parking spaces per dwelling (on average). Development that fails to
provide the optimum number of parking spaces as required by the Highway Authority’s adopted
parking standards is unlikely to be justified unless it can be demonstrated that any underprovision can be safely accommodated off-site.
The loss of parking will be resisted (even if the parking area is no longer in the same ownership
or has been physically separated from the use it has served).
The layout of development sites to include opportunities for shared parking areas will be
encouraged.
Policy QC12. Streetscape
Proposals to reduce and remove the clutter of signage, cables and other visible infrastructure
out of keeping with the rural and historic character of Queen Camel, including the
undergrounding of utility cables, will be supported.
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Policy QC 13. Important Local Green Spaces, Woodlands and Key Views
Development should be sensitive to the rural setting of the village, including the river corridor
and views towards and from the wooded hillsides – most notably Sparkford Hill Copse and
Ridge Copse (including views from the top of Gason Lane).
The following areas (as shown on Fig 10) are designated as Local Green Spaces, and
development within or immediately adjoining them should not harm their reason for designation,
and should be sensitive to their setting:
• The Playing Field
• The churchyard
• The Iron Box
• Ridge Copse
• The open green spaces within The Glebe
• The community space adjacent to Roman Way.
Policy QC 14. Conserving and enhancing local heritage assets
Development proposals should avoid harm to buildings and features of Local Historic Interest
(as listed in Table 4 and shown on Fig 11) and their settings. The proposals should:
• have regard to the contribution the asset makes to the historic and architectural character of
the area;
• consider the potential to avoid harm, e.g. through changes to the scheme design.
The decision maker should also take into account the likely public benefits of the proposed
development.
Proposals to restore, preserve and enhance buildings and features of Local Historic Interest are
encouraged and should be supported.
Policy QC15. Archaeology
Archaeological assessment shall be required for sites prior to the determination of a planning
application, unless previously assessed.
Appropriate mitigation will be required to ensure preservation in-situ or recording of the asset
prior to development. Proposals to manage sensitively archaeological finds for education
(including as a visitor / tourist attraction) will be supported.
Policy QC 16. Community Consultation
Applicants proposing significant development are encouraged to undertake consultation with the
local community in Queen Camel at an early stage in drawing up plans. Prospective applicants
should ensure that sufficient publicity and notice is given, the involvement is inclusive and that
efforts are made to include all sections of the community.
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APPENDIX 4: SITE OPTIONS ASSESSMENT SUMMARIES
SUSTAINABILITY CHECKS
The following table highlights sustainability objectives and how sites were scored
Topic
Agriculture
Biodiversity
Heritage
Flooding
Public Rights
of Way
Distance to
facilities

Assessment basis for site allocations
0 = not agricultural land; 1 = low agricultural land value (class 3b or lower); 2 =
medium agricultural land value (3a); 3 = high agricultural land value (1 or 2)
0 = not within 100m of any designation; 1 = within 100m of designation; 2 =
includes part of nature conservation site; 3 = wholly designated site
0 = no risk of any impact; 1 = possible impact on setting of distant heritage
asset; 2 = setting of on-site heritage asset affected; 3 = direct impact
0 = no risk; 1 = possible impact on safe access or minimal area on site
affected; 2 = large part of site affected; 3 = total area affected
0 = no PRoW affected; 1 = PRoW adjoining but not within site; 2 = PRoW
crosses site but retained; 3 = PRoW would need to be diverted or extinguished
Distance to 3 most frequently used community facilities - 0 = within 400m of 3
facilities; 1 = within 800m of all facilities / within 400m of at least 2; 2 = within
800m of at least 2 facilities / within 400m of at least 1 facility; 3 = none of above

An ‘overview’ of the scores is shown in the table below (in the order the sites are displayed).
−
−
−
−
−
−

Site A: land to the east of Sparkford Road, opposite Hill View
Site B: land on the south side of the Sutton Montis Road
Site C: land on the south side of West Camel Road, west of the school
Site D: land on the north side of West Camel Road, behind South View
Site E: land to the west and north of Englands Mead
Site F: land at Camel Hill on the A303 (employment only)

Topic  and Site →

A

B

C

D

E

F

Agriculture

1

1

3

2

1

1

Biodiversity

0

0

0

0

0

0

Heritage

1

1

1

2

1

1

Flooding

2

0

0

0

1

1

Public Rights of Way

2

0

0

0

1

0

Distance to facilities

1

0

1

1

0

3

Key:
0

= no impact

1

= minor / negligible impact

2

= moderate impact possible

3

= more significant impact possible
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NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN OBJECTIVES CHECKS
The Neighbourhood Plan Working Group also considered the extent to which the different sites
would contribute towards the aims that were contained in the previous draft of the
Neighbourhood Plan. The following table highlights how sites were scored.
−
−
−
−
−
−

Site A: land to the east of Sparkford Road, opposite Hill View
Site B: land on the south side of the Sutton Montis Road
Site C: land on the south side of West Camel Road, west of the school
Site D: land on the north side of West Camel Road, behind South View
Site E: land to the west and north of Englands Mead
Site F: land at Camel Hill on the A303 (employment only)

Aim 

and Site →

Provides opportunities for
local people to live in the
parish
Provides opportunities for
local people to work in the
parish
Sited where it can best
enhance Queen Camel’s
character and appearance
Improves public footpaths

Provides safe access for
vulnerable road users and
pedestrians
Preserves existing green
spaces

A

B

C

D

E

F

✓✓

✓✓

✓✓

✓✓

✓✓

o

✓

o

o

o

o

✓✓



o



✓



o

✓

o

o

o



o







o











o



✓✓

o

o

o

✓

o

o

o

o

o

✓

o

o

Maintains, improves and
extends recreational
facilities
Preserves and enhances
the conservation area and
historic features

Notes

Site A: could provide
employment
Based on prominence,
village form and character
of immediate area
Site A: subject to rerouting along the riverside
and improved access
Considered road safety
inc. pavements, crossing
points, sight lines etc
Based on character and
views affected.
Site F: brownfield site
Site D: subject to the
provision of extended
playing field facilities
Site D: subject to on-site
Roman Villa educational /
visitor facility

Key:
✓✓

= strongly supports

✓

= moderately supports

o

= no notable impact



= slight negative impact



= major negative impact
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SITE OPTIONS
The following map shows the housing and employment sites that were submitted. It also
includes the additional ‘community benefits’ proposed - but at this stage they CANNOT be
guaranteed.
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SITE A: LAND TO THE EAST OF SPARKFORD ROAD, OPPOSITE HILL VIEW

SITE DESCRIPTION
Site size: 3.78ha
Current use: pasture (medium grade agricultural)
Landform: Sloping site, becoming steeper as rises up to N from riverside
Character: Open, modest - rising farmland adjoining busy road and river
Visibility / views: Visible from A359 approach from N, from Sparkford Wood Lane and from
footpath through site. Views of riverside and out to church tower, old school building and bridge
as local landmark cluster
PROPOSED USE
Housing or employment or other /mixed (outside of floodplain)
ACCESS
Within reasonable walking distance of most community facilities. Footpath crosses site.
Existing vehicular access on bend has very poor visibility
HERITAGE, LANDSCAPE AND BIODIVERSITY FEATURES
Heritage features: touches boundary of Conservation Area which runs along river to south.
Setting of / approach to Grade II Listed bridge, school and Grade I church potentially impacted
Landscape features: Riverside trees, hedgerow boundaries
Biodiversity features: Potentially hedgerow boundaries and riverside of ecological interest
FLOOD RISK, CONTAMINATION AND OTHER MATTERS
Area nearest river floods. Low-level pylons crossing SW corner of site. Small business unit to
W
PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES
Landscaping along riverside with recreational trail. Strengthen hedgerow boundaries to other
sides
Avoid development within flood risk area
Safe access along Sparkford Road (vehicle and pedestrian routes)
Design sensitive to context = village edge adjoining riverside corridor and setting of Listed
Buildings
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SITE B: LAND ON THE SOUTH SIDE OF THE SUTTON MONTIS ROAD

SITE DESCRIPTION
Site size: 1.05ha
Current use: grazing (low grade agricultural)
Landform: Flat, elevated above roads by hedgebank
Character: Modest, simple, calm, enclosed - small field
Visibility / views: Not particularly prominent. No notable views out to local landmarks
PROPOSED USE
Housing
ACCESS
Within easy walking distance of most community facilities.
Narrow farm entrance to NW corner, lane to N and E sides but approx 2m height drop, no
pavements
HERITAGE, LANDSCAPE AND BIODIVERSITY FEATURES
Heritage features: Adjoins Conservation Area. Field to rear - deserted village (local site)
Landscape features: Hedgerow / treebank boundaries. Large trees outside site boundary - one
to NW and 2 to S side. Wells on site
Biodiversity features: Potentially unimproved grassland and hedgerow boundaries of ecological
interest
FLOOD RISK, CONTAMINATION AND OTHER MATTERS
No major risks identified.
PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES
Archaeological evaluation
Retention / strengthening of hedgerow boundaries
Safe access along Sutton Montis Road (vehicle and pedestrian routes)
Design sensitive to context - semi-rural context and Conservation Area edge
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SITE C: ON THE SOUTH SIDE OF WEST CAMEL ROAD, WEST OF THE SCHOOL

SITE DESCRIPTION
Site size: 2.98ha (plus offer of additional land for school expansion to rear of school, however
this cannot be guaranteed as necessary in planning terms)
Current use: pasture (high grade agricultural)
Landform: Flat
Character: Open, exposed, simple - large field
Visibility / views: Visible from school, from approach on West Camel Road, from A359 approach
from S, and in long distant views from footpaths on rising ground to S / E. Views out to school
as local landmark
PROPOSED USE
Housing (plus additional land for school expansion if required)
ACCESS
Within reasonable walking distance of most community facilities – concerns regarding crossing
and lack of pavements.
New vehicular access to be formed
HERITAGE, LANDSCAPE AND BIODIVERSITY FEATURES
Heritage features: archaeological survey of adjoining land revealed early cultivation
Landscape features: Small oak on N boundary, hedgerow boundaries
Biodiversity features: Potentially hedgerow boundaries of ecological interest
FLOOD RISK, CONTAMINATION AND OTHER MATTERS
No major risks identified.
PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES
Archaeological evaluation
Retention / strengthening of hedgerow boundaries
Safe access along West Camel Road (vehicle and pedestrian routes)
Design sensitive to context = approach to village
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SITE D: LAND ON NORTH SIDE OF WEST CAMEL ROAD, BEHIND SOUTH VIEW

SITE DESCRIPTION
Site size: 4.29ha (plus offer of additional land for public open space and Roman Villa
interpretation centre on land to east, however this cannot be guaranteed as necessary in
planning terms)
Current use: pasture (medium grade agricultural)
Landform: Largely flat with very gentle slope down to north
Character: Open, exposed, grand - large field
Visibility / views: Visible from approach on West Camel Road, from playing fields, from
community area on Roman Way, from footpaths on rising ground to S, and distant views from
A303. Views out to church tower as local landmark
PROPOSED USE
Housing (plus additional land for public open space and heritage interpretation feature)
ACCESS
Within reasonable walking distance of most community facilities.
Roman Way provides potential access subject to landownership / archaeology, otherwise new
access to be formed on land to west of South View
HERITAGE, LANDSCAPE AND BIODIVERSITY FEATURES
Heritage features: Roman Villa to eastern site of proposed field and on land to west (local site)
Landscape features: Oak on E boundary, Ash on boundary to W of South View, hedgerow
boundaries
Biodiversity features: Potentially hedgerow boundaries of ecological interest
FLOOD RISK, CONTAMINATION AND OTHER MATTERS
No major risks identified.
PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES
Archaeological evaluation
Retention / strengthening of hedgerow boundaries
Safe access along West Camel Road (vehicle and pedestrian routes)
Design sensitive to context = approach to village
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SITE E: LAND TO THE WEST AND NORTH OF ENGLANDS MEAD

SITE DESCRIPTION
Site size: 1.04ha
Current use: pasture (medium grade agricultural)
Landform: Largely flat with very gentle slope down to north / river
Character: Open - riverside field
Visibility / views: Visible from tennis courts, Layland Trail (runs along N boundary), glimpsed
viewed from footpaths on rising ground to N (through riverbank vegetation).
PROPOSED USE
Housing (outside of floodplain)
ACCESS
Within reasonable walking distance of most community facilities.
Potential access from England's Mead but possibe concerns over width and junction with High
Street, potential pedestrian access also to tennis courts / playing field to S, Layland Trail runs
along southern boundary
HERITAGE, LANDSCAPE AND BIODIVERSITY FEATURES
Heritage features: touches boundary of Conservation Area. Nearest LBs Grade II Clouds End
Cottage and others on Englands Lane - potential impact limited to traffic
Landscape features: None noted within site
Biodiversity features: Potentially unimproved grassland and riverside of ecological interest
FLOOD RISK, CONTAMINATION AND OTHER MATTERS
Area nearest river floods, pumping house to NE. Low-level pylons crossing E site boundary
PROPOSED MITIGATION MEASURES
Landscaping along Layland trail and to western edge
Avoid development within flood risk area
Safe access along Englands Lane / Englands Mead (vehicle and pedestrian routes)
Design sensitive to context = village edge adjoining riverside corridor
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SITE F: LAND AT CAMEL HILL ON THE A303 (EMPLOYMENT ONLY)

SITE DESCRIPTION
Site size: 0.53ha
Current use: Open-sided large metal sheds used for agricultural storage
Landform: Relatively flat
Character: Brownfield site
Visibility / views: Visible from A303 and potentially wider views due to relatively elevated position
PROPOSED USE
Employment (subject to access via a downgraded A303)
ACCESS
Not within reasonable walking distance of community facilities
Current vehicular access unsuitable – dependent on A303 improvements
HERITAGE, LANDSCAPE AND BIODIVERSITY FEATURES
Heritage features: adjoins Romano-British Settlement (to SW side) – under ground
Landscape features: some screening
Biodiversity features: none noted
FLOOD RISK, CONTAMINATION AND OTHER MATTERS
Limited surface water related flood risk area adjoIning A303
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